Listed below is a series of vendor questions that were received prior to the requested deadline and their corresponding answers to RFB# AA16-RH-5095 – LED Roadway Light Fixtures per the following specifications or approved equal.

The bid opening date is scheduled for – February 3, 2016@ 1:00 pm EDT

Question #1: There appears to be an error in the model number and voltage type indicated in this bid.

The model number: NVN-HE-03-EUT-3R-10K-BK is listed as 480V, yet according to the Cooper Lighting cutsheet a 'U' in this location would indicated 'Universal Voltage' which means 120-277V.

The model number: NVN-AE-03-E8T-3R-10K-BK is listed as 277V, yet the '8' in this field indicates 480V as far as one can interpret.

There is also no reference to 'HE' on the cutsheet. I believe it is also supposed to be 'AE' as in the second item, which denotes a 1-Amp driver.

Since there is significant price difference between 277V and 480V models, the total bid price will be affected.

Please clarify these points and provide a response.

Answer #1:
Model number for 120-277 volt
NVN- AE-03-EUT3R-10-BK

Model number for 480 volt
NVN-AE-03-E8T3R-10-BK

Question #2: Prior to submitting our bid for the LED Roadway lighting we have a couple of questions. Thank you for your assistance.

- Will the University be ordering one time, complete, or will they order periodically in small quantities?
- If Periodic: Each order may be 4-6 weeks (standard approx.) lead time to deliver from the manufacturer. Is that acceptable?
- If No: Will the University expect the winning bidder to stock the full quantity at the bidder's expense, and the University will withdrawal periodic amounts and only pay when ordering?
- If Yes: Is there a projected date by which the full quantity will shipped to campus.

Thank you.

Answer #2:
The University will be replacing the majority of the roadway and parking lot lighting with this order.
Yes we will continue to replace lease lighting and add additional lighting in the future. And we understand there is significant lead time when ordering these items.

The University will need the complete order after the bid has been awarded in 4-6 weeks.